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Flint, R. F., and Demorest, Max, Glacier thinning during deglaciation: 
Am. Jour. Sice, vol. 240, pp. 29-66, 113~136, 1942 ieee 

ovE ed Goren ner Meg late oom 

The paper by Flint and Demorest eited_above is in + lo gankes the first 

by the junior author. In this part the mechanics of glacial flow are 

A a analized and certain conclusions reached which differ sharply from 

a a those of Thwaites (1) as well as from those of students of rock flowage. 

Thwaites, F. T., Outline of Glacial Geology, pp. 1718, 1941 

Tote ae Aenean, w 4 frettine Drmenge ns few Se yee 
On p. 32 it is assumed that a bottom slope is essential to "gravity ; 

: ( 

et flow". Such is,not the pe in any mass of plastic materiel ¢ 

Ss 
cia) which is unsupported along one side the f orm of either top or bottom 

Te Gmlatortat. On p. 35 it is stated that the conditions which 

bring about "extrusion flow" require a sloping top. From the Se 
= a alifne oot ap ery op anf eel dai 

da % pracipeteet mechenics 8 are essentially, similar. je 
t bz t pv &) re Gx abpe meaner a 

( Another error is thet stress is proportional to the sine “times the = 
See \ <- _ dag malin vy shen 

S afd cosine of thé angle fromthe vertical, Jé-reaches a maximum at 
phan | - me y onan N 

( 45 degrees. Speed of motion on’an inclined plane is not an index 

J J 1 to the stress existing along the surface before motion starts. It 

is the result of acceleration caused by a component of the force of 

s f 
aye ? gravity. (SS) | tare ') 

es On p. 34 the gythor implies that the layers of ice on which shearing 

MY ame/ t akes place are parallel to the inclined floor of the glacier. ‘ Us 

wh te caer (oe CLoarrgc b Ww yt 

This is not to be expected. Within the flow the maximum shear Oye 
lace fae 

is at an angle of 45 degrees and the ice tends to shear along this prt adage 

plane. However, near the bottom of the ice this tendency is complicated 

> ee pes by an additional factor, the friction of the bottom against the : 

basement rock. The resultent is a curved surface of shear dipping 

ae 
= at 45 degrees in the upper part of the ice and flattening off to | , 

: ries Gr earae: om curser of, nhac etluprerth 
daar parallelism with the bottom. This is exactly the same as "fracture 

: cleavege" in rocks t aaseoae or not there willbe a film of ice at the
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bottom which is motionless depends upon whethes-er-mes- the shearing ee ee 

strength of the ice lis gels ot Sage idee friction between the 

ice and the basement on which it rests. It might be expected that 

friction would be less than shearing strength and that the & e would 

* one z w - wren 

slide if the slope was-steep enough. Hocver, if the slope is-very 

flet then shear might occur. 

The author's distinction between "gravity flow" and “extrusion flow" . 

roe is not warrented by either fact or theory. The forces are exactly the 

oof same in both cases, ise a es basement oa a sloping top. as-3r 

Dhtinr . 
oe metserof faet—neither-isimpertante Now it is stated on p. 35 

that the less plastic ice of the top of a glacier is carried on top 

5 
i of the #’ice below so that the entire top part participated in the 

econ! *hy is this not true with “extrusion flow: " The only : 
— = ; (\ indlerey 
pdr possible way to hold the ice motionless above nee ‘ot flow berew- 

is for it to possess enough tensile strength to resist breaking along 

crevasses. If flow extends throughout the entire mass of a continental 

ice sheet why are crevasses confined to the margins? Or are those 

of the center kept continually covered with snowe 
ee 

It is true that the differential pressurofiue toa slping top dve> 

oe Loe ‘slightly alter the picture. Stress due to this factor alone would 

‘ on Olme - 
have one of the planes of maximum shear in a horizontal positions Arta. 

: Q 

f But it is combined with stress due to wight.ekexe, In this case, 

Oe oe at eo, 
as the lines of shear will eurve-off at some angle between 45 degrees 

See and horizontal, again curving off to parallelism with the floor. (fy >| 

| another point on which there may well be differ@ice of opinion is the 
I 

: statement on! 39 that ice would ultimately flow to a level surface 

provided the edges were enclosed. This denies the existence of a 
mininmun 

7 heisx on the margin of the ice sheet bsiswxwkisk sufficenent to 

overcome internal resistance a to flow, that is what Thwaites terms 

ag :
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2 an “angle of repose". Now all substances santaix demand a minimum 

- amount of stress before flow is possible. ‘his must vary in ice with 

the temperature but time alone will not overcome the demangf for : 

Bootie = energy. Unless the margin of an ice sheet is replenished with snow 

ae motion must consb ut thinning is not a necessary consequence ; 

bfack of this marginal zone. ae 3) 

Another point made by Thwaites is the fact that motion of a continental 

glacier is sacnely ais confined to the marginal zone of maximum 

surface slope. Under the views of Demorest this could not be true ) 

but if we recognize the steeply dipping planes of shear then such a 

view seems inescapable. Certainly the base of a large ice sheet must 

a rr ae be essentially motionless over a large area near the center. (figure 2.) 

Vy As for “obstructed flow" it is undobtedly geveast to coniude that 

resistnce to movement decreses with depth from the surface, that is 

E bk Urbtrstone 
with increase of a Beyond question basal flow is retarded by 

Soe eee friction as outlined above. But glacial polishing and strietion/ 

prove motion at the very bottom of the ice. At the thin edges of an 

(ers ee < 
: ice sheet internal reistance to flow or shear is undoubtedly higher 

than under deep ice. The result must depend upon which way relief 

is easier, by bodily shoving of the rigid thin ice margin over the 

basenit or by internal shear ox (thrust faulting} Here Jt is an 

observed fact that the planes of shear do curve upward toward the ; 

3 margin of the ice. But the method of relief must depend wholly on 

: local conditions. Such being the case why use the term "obstructed"?



= 2 p- 32. The author confuses force and stress. a 

x Force is a vector quantity but stress is scalar. a : 
ae (See R.V.Southwell:An Introduction to the © ae 
= theory of Plasticity, Oxford, 1936) ee 

Stress is not proportional to the cosine of ss 
= the angle but to the product of the sine x the Sez 

= cosine, a quantity which reagches a maximum at <2 eee 
45 degrees. ae 

0“ = 
There fore the stress,is not greater but less ee 
than that at x. Speed of motion on an inclined aes 

Z plane is not an index to the stress existing along ee 
aS the surface before mothion starts. It is the re- ee 

sult of acceleration caused by a component of the ogee 
= force of gravity. ee 

It is nevertheless true that stress at z is less a 
= than stress at s© y. = oe 

p. 34. —— 
: The author implies that the layers of ice = 

Z on which shearing takes place are parallel to the ae 
3 inclined floor of the glacier. This is not to be ae 

bd expected. Within the flow the maximum shear stress = 
is at an angle of 45 degrees with the vertical Se 
and the ice tends to shear along this plane. How- ae 
ever near the bottom this tendency is complicated ee 
by an additional factor, viz the friction of the e 
bottom of tie glacier. This tends to produce a == 

: shear stress parallel to the bottom. The resultant 
is a curved surface of shear dipping at 45 degrees . 

ae: in the upper part of the i e and flattening off to 
S parallelism witn the bottom. The stresses are not Ss 

: easy to analyze but they must be somewhat like those 
within a mass of clay pre sed between two parallel. 
plates, bearing in mind that the upper plate is mis- 
sing a vertical pressure is supplied by gravity. Fae 
See Nadai, Plas icity, p. 223. oS 

—— a a 
a ee 

oe 2a 

y \ ‘ sie : = ss 

Lae SoA Ss “oe 

ee . Se ON 6 
Be Ss = 7 SS gs US ae Se ae ees 
Se ee : = : Be SR ee 

ee ee



Whether or not there will be a film of ice at the bottom *hich 
is motionless depends on whether thm or not th shearing 

> strength of the ice is greater or less than the friction 
between the ice and the bottom. It might be expected that 
friction would be less than shearing strength and that the 
ice would slide if the slope was steep, but that on flatter 
slopes the ice would shear. However, if the layer is of 
"theoretically infinitesimal thickness"we need not quihble 
over this point. 

pe 35 

In the case of extrusion flow it would seem that the stress 
within the ice would be similar to that just discussed. 

A sloping top surface is not necessary. On a level sheet 
, of ice the vertical force of gravity would produce a family 
“. of surfaces of maximum shear stress and cause extrusion at the 

end of the sheet. 

The sloping surfsce introduces a factor of differertial 
(2 pressure. The stress due to this factor alone would, it 

is true, have one of its planes of maximum shear in the 
horizontal pos tion. But this acts in conjunction with 
the 45 degree (theoretical) shears. The combined stressEx 

4% would be inclined at some angle between 45 degrees and hori- 
zontal, again cur¢ging off to parallelism with the floor. ® 

Sse Admitting that the plasticity would be greatest near the 
bottom of the ice-sheet and that the lower 1 yers would flow, 
is it not true that the upper part of the sheet would ride on 
them? The only thing to prevent this is the tensile strength 
of the upper layers. Wovld not the u:per layers fail along 
tension cracks (crevasses) just as the upper surface of a 
landslide breaks off and rides on the lower shear plane? ¢ 

ow < ae ; 
2. = iy Tei e t ee 
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So far as I can see there is no valid reason for distinction between 

“gravity flow” and "extrushion flow." The mechanics of pressure upon any 

givon particle in a vertical section are oxactly the same. The only possible . 

difference lies in the position of the component which causes movement in the 

dtrection of easiest flow, In the case of a sloping basement the direction of 

flow will be dowshill and movement would be possible with a flat surface ( 0 

slope). But with a horizontal base {low is possible only with a slanting 

bop. 

Now it is admitted and observetion demonstrates, that movement of the ; 

ice at depth in the case of gravity flow carries with it all ice above. Why 

is this not also true with “extrusion flow"} I certainly can find no reason 

for any difference despite the diagrams. I? this point be admitsed not only 

is the distinction much less marked but the diagrams are distinctly misleading. 

As for “obstructed flow" it is undoubtedly correct to conclude thet 

resistance to movement decreases withdepsh from the surface, that is with 

incresss of weight, Basal flow is retarded by friction beyond question, but 

it certeinly is not prevented even at the very bottom of the ice, Observation 

proves this or we would not have glacial erosions Again the diagrams are z 

misleading. At the thin edges of the ice cap internal resistance to flow 

is certainly higher than under thicker ice. The result on moverent must 

depend upon which way relief is easier, by bodily shoving the rigid ice against = 

pottom friction or by shear (thrust faulting) within the ice. Gbservation 

soons to suggest thet the method of relief depends upon local conditions. 

Such being the ease I fail to see the necessity of calling this "obstruction", 

he matter of ice cap stagnation has beon discussed by me om pages unig ae 

of the "Outline of glacial geology" end so far I see.no reason for changing srg 

the views there set forth and not mentioned in the paper As around 900 copies 

of this book are in circulation in all parts of the world it might be cited.



Flint, R. F., and Demorest, Max, Glacier thinning during deglaciation: : 

: Am. Jour. Scie, vol. 240, pp. 29-66, 113-136, 1942 

tne paper by Flint and Demorest on "Glacier thinning during deglaciation" 

consite of two parts, the first of them by the junior author. In this part 

| | the mechanics of glacier flow are analized. Gonclusions reached differ 

\ sharply not only from those heretofore announced the writer (2), but also 

RY (1) Thwaites, F. T., Outline of glacial geology, pp. 17-18, 1941 

i from the fundamental priciples of structural geology which have been expounded 
E.- 

by many writers, The writer acknowledges aid from Professors Hagh McKinstrgy 
and S. Ae Tyler in the preperation of the following criticism, : 
Whe Demorest is reported to have made many experiments of\ ice flowage 

oe he nowhere states whether the deformation ,is etessed-as- "fracture 

cleavage" or ae. "flow cleavage." Theoretical considerations favor bi! § 

anh 0 ZY 
former, Umter—light “Lond Yoo is relatively brittle an be deformed 

by fracture, ‘urthermore, ice does not crystallize in forms which have 

rc cllavage which compares’ vith that of mica, hornéblende, ete which occur 

| 4 ) in rocks Stoked od flow cleavage. bee sis 

(a A The simples case is deformation of a block of ice with unsupported 

f SB “oe ends and a level top. ees 1; =) In this case the Long axis of the 
< = 2 

Sopa Kw) strain dlipsoid id horizontal (and fracture _foltows the—umchanged-diameters 

a Ss , { thenbics ; 

2 of the original circie/ thus forming fractures inclined at 45 degrees from 

a , the horizontal. In flow of this type the form of either top or bottom 

: : of the plastic mass is relatively immaterial It is also evident that a 

fe certain portion of the bottom under the center of the mass is unaffected 

e by motion. : 

Now if the resofve the forces acting upon a point with-either a 4 

sloping top ora-siopking-basement we find that the resultant is nol henge 
Dae : = Ue dartlin of bry 

( vertical (Fige-2, B) but is inclined seers: This causes the long axis 

ofthe ellipsoid to bilt slightly away from the horizontal position, wo Lowrael 

Sep]! 7 target HS Tete 
fore“, Sr ‘ i Lee ; 

=. Ne —— A , 
: cw <i see fC 

at Pe ck : ( OM fot. Creventte tigen Chthe- aah
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: Now the slope of the bottom has very little influence excepting that it 

see - 4) permits of somewhat easier ebete From the foregoing analysis the -'_ 

a” [ ie / bukx basis upon which “extrusion flow" eae sloping top is Care ag 

} from "gravity flow" on an inclined base jo heels ‘uiwound_and tnecessary. 

aes Another factor is the effect of basal friction on the direction / 

ee of shear. (ite SE nce a tilt of the long axis of the strain 

a ellipsoid up toward the edge of the ice thus causing the planes of shear 

R\ to flatten out at the bottom. The analogy to S-shaped cleavage developed 

ina thin plastic bed between competent revert ts evident. *he-other— 

| SC yee Ainos-of shear, wien correspond tothe other unchanged axis of the-ellip~ 

spent ) 
4 WY Whether or not there will be any films of motionless ice at the 

bottom of the glacier depends upon the shearing strength of the ice as 

: compared are friction between the ice and the underlying basement. 

It might be expected that friction wound” the Lessorpt these two 

7 quanities and that the ice would slide upon the sick, enous ee 
su NY 

: Was S$sBpssasaghxss ie oh a 

Demorest's statement that extrustion flow’ occurs only at depth and : 

does not carry with it the overlying ice contradicts his statements in : 

regard to "gravity flow". ‘he only possible way to keep this surficial ice 

from being carried on top of erties ice_would be a sufficient tensile 

strength to resist = or lightiy—teeaded ice breaks readily 

under tension Pes a relation is seam=be=be impossible. But Observation 

; disclo’s few crevasses on the tops of existing continental glaciers unless 

it be thet they are kept always filled with snow, Ea—thts—cese May it not 

be that the writer's < contention that the central parts of ice sheets are 

essentially motionless from top to bottom be correct? In. 2 +A care 

pa 3
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jesccel states on page 39 that if ice were placed in a basin it 

: would ultimately reach a flat surface. This view neglects the fact that 

any and all ua energy. Below a certain mimumum of stress 

which will naturally vary in abeolate amount with temperature and other 

factors, no flow is possible. *hevre mst mere ones 

minum aot the edge of an ice See 

slope is not maintained by snowfall then motion must cease throughout the 

entire glacier regardless of size. Ss : 

The designation "obstructed flow" for the ade With 

a less plasticity near the margins of an ice sheet is open to difference of 

; opinion. At these thin edges resistance to shear is undobtedly greater : 

than under thick ice. On the other hand friction is less because of he 

decrease in widgnt . It would appear likely the, except where a rough S 

basement raises the value of friction and compellgs internal shear on 

planes which rise toward the margin, the regid edge of the ice will be ~ 

shoved bodily over the underlying material. Is not this the explantbion 

of glacial abrasion and plucking? If so, why use the term "obstructed"? : 

FT. Rae ee Wincor 
eT ee 

Spee tre Ge metry ot a 

LLY pTiaten ent ee = — SSS 
wre kong = planes 2 gor/ —. 

Fag drtlodk kay = novanserr 

bp) pert | Pe yan



_ Flint, R F., and Demorest, Max, Glacier thimning during deglaciation: 
Am. Jour. Sci., vol. 240, pp. 29-66, 113-136, 1942 

The paper by Flint and Demorest on "Glacier thinning during deglaciation " 

consists of two parts, the first of witvh-is—by-the—junter-euther., In thes 
(Aaxtg-t-) O to barter, : Sp ? 

mee mechanics of glacier flow are oo The conclusions there 

reached differ sharply fiot only from those heretofore announced by the wrikek 

writer (1) but also from the fundamental principles of structural geology 

(1) Thwaites, F. T., Outline of glacial geology, pp. 17-18, 1941 

which have been expounded by many writers. In the preparation of the 

following criticism the writer was greatly aided by Professors H. E. 

McKinstry and S. A. Tyler. 
a) —— 

ee hee 5 £6) 3 boas tee emorest—has made my—experiments = ~~ 

/ Sea / f 4 v - 
‘ [ op-tee-fiowage he ives not sven to recognize the difference between fracture 

ae \ gfe v 5 5 
‘A \ cfeavage md £1 an ow Cleavage. Ice crystallizes in the hexagonal system 

which SP sesened does not Lend itself very well to the formation of cleavage 

such as occurs _ minerals like mica and horngblende. Natural Lake ice | 
ADA 4 prmlled oan Sack Ue 

has ie crater withthe lene—sxes vertical, end displays a moderate 
N\ Lr : 

: degree of cleavage dat LY vertical planes, a fact taken advantage of in 

putting up natural ice. Ice at sxdinaxy temperatures not far below 

freezing and under light load is notably brittle. It—seoems—likely, ~ 

4 Ae Co wealasasal oo becbundin “26 : . 
therefore. they ice i: i is— air an 

[ gk eee A mine hia Ghee i Bp Fiesty 
; dirt Se due by fracture.ayme owing discussion is based on ; 

| Po yy, Fe ak tron. 1h. BPROAn Yh, 
this assumption. C ease & a oe AB GAT Leto. =U ie 

i 1 y ‘Figure 1, A, shows thebimplest case of ice deformetion,| that of a block 
\ 

sais of ice with level top and two unsupported sides. In this case the long 
Ellpson! : 

axis of the strain ellipsoid is horizontal end the planes of shear dip 

MIN approximately 45 degrees. The triangluar section beneath the plenes which s 

| A reach the bottoms of the open sides is essentially unaffected. ge



. : 

We can alter this picture by increasing the dapk height of the column 

of ice until the bottom is rendered plastic by reason of pressure, aided 

in an actual glacier by increased temperature due to the internal heat of 

the earth. In this case the phenomenon termed"extrusion flow"by meneresy 

: | would cause the bottoms of the open sides to begin to bulge oute But we 

could not ae an appreciable amount without carrying with a the 

superimcumb@nt xg rigid ice. Ice has too low tensile strength to resist 

ee : the strain set up ghee iaggwacriae and must be moved,throughout the mass. 

"é } Ve. 7 Now let us consider the case of an inclined top £6 the column. 

f ee \ preter netomat manera 

en rcolion a wr seb’ abiagcl Gort, A. 
/ o changing the postftion of the 

\ ' y : by Coen tees ne . 

zoo oes — strain ellipsoid. y With the cpeeeea th inclination of glacier surfaces 

4 SS “ this obs is not importent and 36 a yer¥ mbnor factor in deformation. 

ie _ Next let us consider the effect of an inclined basement under the 

colum. With this condition the friction between ice and rock may be low 
wrheod yf, dary 

f , enough to permit a sliding mxs of the iceey This 4s what Demorest terms 

"gravity flow" but the foregoing analysis — sei it is ne ga 

ae similar to his “extrusion flow" except that it $9 more rene, oe ! BB. 

cas) As soon as flow commences, the factor of basal friction must : k 

: . be considered. Figure 1, Stns that thie force results in a tipping Me 

; of the strain ellipsoid so that the planes of shear along which motion takes 

i ~ . Ney place flatten out with depth. This is exactly the sano a8 tho} Leevage 

= which develops in a layer of plastic rock between two more rigid layers. 

uf oe The final change in the posytLated conditions is to increase the 

pe rhea width of the colum in proportion to its height as shown in figure 2. 

oe Let us suppose for illustration that the mass was orginally of uniform — : 

thickness.” He will spread out along shear phases, such as those sla 

‘tie slope of the sides will be so gentle that the available force is insur tick?” 

to overcome the internal reistance to deformation. It must be realized that
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aék- deformation requires a certain minimum amount of energya, Uuless this 

pg rollin Sar We bn 
motive power is aveilable there can be no oot af. the accun— 

we Ut 5 
ulation reaches an unstable size where power is had of 24 will settle to if ? 

a stable form with a certain angle of rey he sides ch would vary fy 

. Ww 
: in Ce on temperature and rigidity of the ice Mevenaat could only be 

maintained by addition of Keer snow to keep the profile above this minimum “+ 4) 
: IN wae 4 Que, nin SOR Manger + 

(perring any change in climate If the thickness of the ice sheet was 
a Orton 

“ee great in-proportion to & its horizontal extent settling with consequent ok 

ole ae alot tS 
outward movement would prceure Such “extrusion flow" would ag recorded Ss 

: w Us 
at the surface by crevasses throughout the entire ice — the jet alte 

ates ae akong ee planes would proceed to » point of ota te 

5 vo Were ) — S 

equilibrium. ‘The entire mass would thes-be stagnant. Sra aud pln raha £ 

feat wart — rene ee pled eae 
_ During thx movement of thé ice sheet the thin margins would, as 

Liner pak 

Demorest correctly states, be more rigid than the bettom of the thicker ice. 

4, calls this condition “obstructed fee (Coven 1s wot cortain)tat 

relief in this marginal zone would always occur by shearing along planes 

which rise toward the ice edge. 1; might well be —— the friction of the 

ane 

thin ice on the basement would be less of an obstieak to movement than wed (© 

shearing. Then the marginal ice would be shoved ‘over the material below — 

causing glacial erosion. = se 

px hog 

If the contindtal glaciers had transverse sections at a 

proportions of existing ice sheets, then the contention of tnd iriter that 

movement was essentialiy confined to ‘che ‘ualeind appears sound. Motion could, 

(4 Ng OY na pe) cordantwtad 
‘them be maintained only new snow on the, margins whereit bse formed partly 

1 pa a 
3 

by impinging masses of warm moist air and was partly tragesrket by radieting— 

ute ee 
winds blewing-owt from the center. Both these factors would cause more ‘ 

: accretion on the margins than on the center of an ice sheet thus maintaining 
z idl. 20 on UA Wry deme : 

a condition of stagnation in the eenter. ‘frserscoa anh ur w 
a —_— Coie _ — 

TT 14 7
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Flint, R. F., and Demorest, Max, Glacier thinning during de- 
glaciation: Am. Jour. Sci., vol. 240, pp. 29-66, 115-156, 1942 

The paper by Flint and Demorest on "Glacier thinning during 

deglaciation" consists of two parts. In the part by the junior 

author the mechanics of glacier flow are analyzed. The con- 

clusions there reached differ sharply not only from those here- 

tofore announced by the writer (1) but also from the fundamental 

(i) Thwaites, F. T., Outline of glacial geology, pp. 17-18, 1941 

principles of structural geology which have been expounded by 

many writers. In the preparation of the following criticism 

the writer was greatly aided by Professors H. E. McKinstry and 

S. A. Tyler. 

Flow takes place both by recrystallization and by shear. 

Ice crystallizes in the hexagonal system which does not lend 

itself very well to the formation of cleavage such as occurs 

with minerals like mica and hornblende. Natural lake ice has 

the long axes of the crystals parallel and vertical. Such ice 

displays a moderate degree of cleavage along vertical planes, a 

fact taken advantage of in putting up natural ice. Ice at ‘ 

temperatures not far below freezing and under light load is 

notably brittle. Glacial ice is weakened by inclusion of air 

and dirt and therefore is more likely to be deformed by 

fracture. Demorest seems to assume that deformation is by 

shear which is essentially the same idea. Therefore, the 

following discussion is based on this assumption, 

Figure 1, A, shows the simplest case of ice deformation,
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that of a block of ice with level top and two unsupported sides. 

In this case the long axis of the strain ellipsoid is horizontal 

and the planes of shear dip approximately 45 degrees. The 

triangular section beneath the planes which reach the bottoms 

of the open sides is essentially unaffected. 

We can alter this picture by increasing the height of the 

column of ice until the bottom is rendered plastic by reason 

of pressure, aided in an actual glacier by increased temperature 

due to the internal heat of the earth. In this case the 

phenomenon termed "extrusion flow" by Demorest would cause the 

bottoms of the open sides to begin to bulge out. But they 

could not expand an appreciable amount without carrying with 

them the superimcumbent rigid ice. Ice has too low tensile 

strength to resist the strain set up by "extrusion" and must be 

moved throughout the mass. The shear planes would be the same. 

Now let us consider the case of an inclined top on the 

column. This condition is not readily analyzed but changes 

the position of the strain ellipsoid by tilting it down parallel 

with the slope. With the known low inclination of glacier 

surfaces this effect is not important and must be a minor 

' factor in deformation, 

Next let us consider the effect of an inclined basement 

under the column. With this condition the friction between ice 

and rock may be low enough to permit sliding of the ice instead 

of shearing. This is what Demorest terms "gravity flow" but 

the foregoing analysis shows that it is essentially similar 

to his “extrusion flow" except that it may be more rapid as 

shown in figure 1, B.
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As soon as flow commences, the factor of basal friction must 

be considered. Figure 1, C, shows that this force results in a 

tipping of the strain ellipsoid so that the planes of shear along 

which motion takes place flatten out with depth. This is exactly 

the same as the S-shaped cleavage which develops in a layer of 

plastic rock between two more rigid layers. The other possible 

plane of shear may cause crevassing. 

The final change in the postulated conditions is to increase 

the width of the column in proportion to its height as shown in 

figure 2. Let us suppose for illustration that the mass was 

originally of uniform thickness. Then it will spread out along 

shear planes, such as those shown, until the slope of the sides 

will be so gentle that the available force is insufficient to 

overcome the internal resistance to deformation. It must be 

realized that deformation requires a certain minimum amount of 

energy and unless this motive power is available there can be 

no movement no matter how long the time. If the accumulation 

2? reaches an unstable size so that power is available, it will 

settle to a stable form with a certain "angle of repose" or 

"profile of equilibrium" for the sides which would vary in slope 

with temperature and rigidity of the ice. Barring any change in 

climate, flow could only be maintained by addition of sufficient 

new snow to keep the profile above this minimum or by wastage of 

the thin margin, If the thickness of the ice sheet was too 

great in proportion to its horizontal extent settling of the 

center with consequent outward movement would also occur. Such 

"extrusion flow" would be along shear planes inclined about
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45 degrees in the upper part of the ice and would be recorded 

at the surface by crevasses throughout the entire ice sheet. 

Along the margins slumping on similar inclined shear planes 

would proceed toward the point of equilibrium. If that were 

attained, the entire mass would be stagnant. Snowfall plus 

wastage would prevent permanent stagnation. 

During movement of the ice sheet the thin margins would, as 

Demorest correctly states, be more rigid than the lower part of 

the thicker ice. He calls this condition "obstructed". It is 

not certain, however, that relief in this marginal zone would 

always occur by shearing along planes which rise toward the ice 

edge. It might well be that the friction of the thin ice on the 

basement would be less of an obstacle to movement than would be 

shearing. Then the marginal ice would be shoved bodily over 

the material below causing glacial erosion. 

If the continental glaciers had transverse sections at all 

like those of existing ice sheets, then the contention of the 

present writer that movement was essentially confined to the 

sloping margins appears sound. Motion could be maintained 

only (a) by new snow on these margins or (b) melting of edges. 

Snow was contributed partly by impinging masses of warm moist 

air and was transported by winds which radiated from the center. 

Both these factors would cause more accretion on the margins 

than on the center of an ice sheet thus maintaining a condition 

of stagnation in the middle. So far as the writer knows 

crevasses are not present in the centers of existing continental 

glaciers. 

F., T. Thwaites, University of Wisconsin, March 20, 1942



: 628 East Second Street 
Flint, Michigan. 

May 27, 1942. 

Professor F. T. Thwaites 
Department of Geology 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dea r Professor Lhwaites: ; 

Flint has forwarded to me a copy of your discussion of my 

latest efforts. I am glad to have it and to benefit by . 

your criticisms, for it is apparent that I have failed to 

make my thesis thoroughly understood. 

It would seem that we are quite at odds; yet I am in 

hopes that clarification of our ideas may show that we can 

meet on common ground, for several of the implications 

found in your discussion are quite in agreement with thoughts 

of my own. I am particularly impressed by your idea that 

erosion by ice sheets is largely confined to the marginal 

and near-marginal parts, though my reasons for believing so 

are somewhat different than yours. I also like the idea of 

ice movement as you describe it, but I believe that its apple- 

ation is more limited than you indicate. At the heads of 

the outlet glaciers that flow through valleys transecting 

the barrier of coastal mountains in western Greenland, move- 

ment of the sort you describe is certainly in progress. It 

is made apparent by the existence of "landslide" terraces 

with backward sloping surfaces that contain shallow lakes 

during the summer monthsof excessive ablation. I should like 

to have discussed these features in the recent paper by 

Flint and myself; however, it seemed best to restrict aur 

discussion to those principles that apply particularly to
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glacier thinning. Consequently I have now prepared a 

second paper in which the analyses of flow-producing stresses 

are reviewed and their applications to general ice-sheet 

problems are discussed. I have touched upon problems of 

growth, shrinkage, configuration, and erosion, and have 

described the ice movement at the heads of the Greenland out- 

lets. 

I wish circumstances had been such that I might have : 

sent this second MS to you. However, 1 am now on the way 

into the Army where I will be occupied for the duration. I 

therefore hastened the preparation of the MS and sent it off 

so that it might be in the works before I leave this country. 

I hope that when you have read this ome will find less 

occasion for disagreement with me--or it may be that you will 

have even more criticisms to make. In any case may I sug- 

gest that you withhold publication of the present discussion 

until you have seen the coming paper. Aside from my hopes 

that you may find areement with me, there is another reason 

why I would ask you to suspend judgment at the present time. 

It seems to me that problems of ice movement and flowage have 

too long been subject to confusion through controversey, and 

that avoidance of further controversey in print will aid us 

in the clarification of the subject. When the war is over 

I am in hopes that will be able to meet the few shch men as 

yourself who are genuinely and intellegently interested in 

these problems. I am sure that we can meet on the common 

ground of a mutual interest in learning and expounding the 

truth rather than in perpetuating controversey.
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To be more specific in answer to your criticisms, I 

would point out what seems to be an error in the last few 

sentences of the last full paragraph on page 1. From those 

sentences I take it that you consider the "shear" I have im 

discussed to be of a rigid, discontinuous sort related to 

fracture. Iam sorry I did not make myself clear on this 

point, for the contrary is true. I use the word shear as it 

applies to flow of any fluid. ‘he term is used by physicists 

to mean differential motion within any flowing substance 

whether it be a gas, a liquid, or a plasticly flowing solid. 

This, of course, leads to the question of whether or not ice 

flows--that is, whether or not if moves in obedience to the 

laws of fluid mechanics. Personally I feel confident that 

it does. And as I remember it, you also speak of flowage in 

your "Outline" though you deny true plasticity because of 

the weakness of ice under tensional stresses. Perhaps this 

difference of opinion is founded on a difference in our def- 

initions of terms. No one can deny the fact of tensional 

fracturing in glaciers; yet there is ho reason to think that 

ice fails by fracture when subject to high confining pressures 

at depth within a glacier. I think I am right ia saying 

that the higher the confining pressure and the higher the 

: temperature, the greater the range of stress at which ice 

will flow plasticly. At atmospheric pressure ice is plastic 

to only very small stresses (to "long-time" stresses as they 

are sometimes called). Higher stresses cause failure by frac- 

ture--tensional fracture--or compressional shearing. ‘thus 

ice at the surface of a glacier is subject to both flow and



fracture. At depth, hewever, increased confining pressure 3 

results in an increastae range of plastic behavior--that is, 

it takes more stress to cause mixes failure by fracture. Con- 

sequently flow becomes more dominant at depth and crevassing 

dies out. ‘The depth at which crevassing dies out must thus 

depend upon the magnitude of stresses applied. Where max- 

imum stresses are low, crevasses must be shallow or, as is 

the case in parts of many glaciers, crevasses may be entirely 

absent. On the other hand, where maximum stresses are high, 

erevasses may reach to great depths. At first sight this 

may seem contrary to the behavior of plastic solids as ordin- 

arily demonstrated by the conventional stress-strain diagram. 

However, when it is realized that "creep" is slow flowage 

under small stresses operating for a long time (hence the 

term "long-time" stresses) we can appreciate the fact that 

the fonventional stress-strain diagram established by short- 

time procedures is not a good clue to the behavior of glaciers 

where stresses, however small, are operative over very long 

periods of time. 

These ideas on ice strength and plasticity have been 

strongly brought home to me through the past three years 

during which I have been conducting experimental work on ice 

behavior under various conditions of confining pressure, 

temperature, and deformational stress; and I think they are 

fairly well established. Unfortunately I am not yet ready 

to publish on this work and will now be delayed for the dur- 

ation of the war.
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In defending the idea of ice flowage it is also pertin- 

ent to mention another result of the recent experimental work. 

this is the concept of "instantaneous recrystallization" 

which may help us to explain the manner in which solid ice 

is able, in its slow ways to flow in obedience to the laws 

of f1ud mechanics--the laws that govern the movements of all 

streamline flow. Unquestionably slip on basal pinacoids, 

regelation, "foam cell" melting and rotation of grains are 

also important--in many cases of greatest importance--but 

the process of instantaneous recrystallization may explain 

how individual grains are continually subjeet to flowage at 

times and in places where other processes may not be favored. 

It may be argued that these are not processes of flow 

in so much as their application to any single grain of ice 

does not cause flow within that single grain. Speaking of 

individual grains we can only say: this grain of ice is now 

suffering regelation, or this grain is now undergoing inter- 

nal deformation that may lead to instantaneous recrystalliz- 

ation, or this grain is rotating within a foam cell, or is 

rotating by regelation, mice grain is being sliced along 

its basal slip planes. Yet when aggregates of grains are 

: considered, the sum of movements allowed by these various 

processes and caused by the flow-producing stresses are truly 

movements of plastic flow. In fact, plastic flow may, for our 

purposes, be defined as the sum of inter-granular and intra- 

granular motions by which a solid aggregate of crystalline 

grains undergoes differential movement in obedience to the 

laws of fluid mechanics. The important thing is that fluid
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mechanics applies to the sum of movements even though it 

does not apply to the deformation and motion of any single 

grain. In a way the same idea apoliee to a liquid wherein 

: the individual motions of thermally agitated molecules are 

not considered in the analysis of fluid mechanics that appl- 

ies to the sum of differential motions within the aggregate 

of molecules. 

With these ideas in mind I do not feel that my ideas, 

as expressed in the recent paper, "differ sharply .. . from 

the fundamental principles of structural geology," for the 

principles you cite are those that apply to the deformation 

and failure of rigid and near-rigid materials--principles 

that do not apply to the deformation of a flowing substance. 

Would you ask Professors McKinstry and Tyler to reconsider 

my concepts with this point of view in mind? 

As I remember it you wrote me a few years ago comment- 

ing favorably on my discussion of the striae found on the 

abandonned bed of the 6lements Glacier in Glacier Park. ‘Those 

striae appeal to me as being among the most convincing evid- 

ences we have in support of the idea of truly plastic ice 

behavior within glaciers. Do you now find disagreement with 

those ideas; and if so, why? 

Inshort, I would ask: (1) What is wrong with the idea 

of ice flow in obedience to the laws of fluid mechanics? 

(2) If you grant that ice does move in obedience to those 

laws, what is wrong with the mechanics of the flow-producing 

stresses as I have presented them?
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It seems to me that these are the fundamental questions 

we must answer. If my ideas are demonstrably wrong, I would , 

like to kmow it, and I would like to kmow why. However, I 

feel that any discussion which only asserts they are in error 

without demonstrating what the error is,can only bring con- 3 

fusion to the subject--especially in the mind of the non- 

specialist who may be unable to make a personal appraisal of 

the issue. 

I hope to be in the country for another month or more 

and should be very glad for your personal answer to these 

comments. In any case accept my best regards. I hope the 

war will short enough that I may soon be able to meet you for 

a discussion of these interesting problems. 

Very sincerly yours, 

Vheay econ TP 
Max Demorest 

Copies to: 

Flint 
McKinstry and Tyler
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; : 628 East Second Street 
Flint Michigan 

June 9, 1942. 

Professor F. Tf. Thwaites 
Department of Geology 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Thwaites: 

I am very glad to have your letter of the 4th in reply 
to which I would say: 

You are, I believe, correct in your statement that "ice 

is deformed like rock but will yield to pressure of less 
magnitude." And you are also correct in thinking that 
there is a minimum amount of stress required to cause def- 
ormation. Technically the difference between a viscous 
and a plastic substance lies in the requirement of the plas¢t/ 
ic substance for a certain minimum stress to cause deforma-_ 
tion by flowage. Theoretically a viscous substance will 
flow under any stress however small. eet these dif- 
ferences are brought about by differences in molecular struc- 
ture; however, once fiowage is in progress differences in 
molecular structure make no fundamental differences in the 
mechanics of the flow. Hence a plastic substance, when in 
the right environment, may be deformeé in obedience to the 
laws of fluid mechanics in exactly the same wag as a fluid. 

The fact that ice ic deformed like a rock might better be 
stated: Ice is a rock, a rock whose plastic range is greater 
than that of any other rock. Hence when we consider the 
deformation of ice we are most concerned with plastic deforn- 
ation. When we consider the deformation of other rocks 
(gypsum and rock salt perhaps excluded) we are most concerned ~ 
with non-plasic deformation , especially at shallow depths. 
At grea t depths fluid mechanics may apply equally to all 

; types oF baey though structuzal inhomogenieties would create 
a very complicated stress distribution beside which the stress 
distribution within glaciers would appear to be very simple. : 

As for the difference between gravity and extrudzion flow, 
that is perhaps too long a subject for the present. Essent- 
ially the difference is this: Gravity flow is similar to the 
sliding of a book from a tilted table whereas extrusion flow 
is similar to the squeezing-out of may a toothpaste from a 
tube. In terms of a continental glacier this is perhaps better 
visualized by es of a harizonatal layer of putty under 
a flat-lying board. f the board is pushed down vertically 
the putty must be extruded laterally from all sides, The



extrusion & ice from beitew—the glacier is similar except 
that no overlying board is being pushed down. Rather dif- 
ferential pressure caused by the surface slope of the gl- 

acier is responsible for the extrusion. Ice overlying the 

"hulge"™ is not carried forward because differential move- 
ments of flow allow the more plastic ice at depth to be 
forced out laterally while the less plastic ice near the 
surface resists deformation. There is of course a very 
gradual change in plasticity with depth with the result that 

fie flow simply dies out toward the surface. There is, how- 

ever, a vertical settling of the surface because of the re- 

moval by extrusion of the lower ice. 

I hope that these comments may clarify the questions somewhat, 
though I fear that I am not being very lucid. I will look 
forward to a time after the war when we can get together for 
some oral discussion. 

With best regards, 

Yours very sincerely, 

Max Demorest.
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_| passenger. Amundsen labeled No-| attempt a plane landing. a Norseman plane, equipped with | wore English fe h ee | pai 
_| bile as merely a hired hand. ‘Tries It With Wheels skis and wheels, He made two sere enee , fain &, Dutch, | gis 

‘| But later, in spite of the feud, | ‘This last was chosen, but it | round trips, totaling in actual] Anerican. Most rant ussian, | ing 
Amundsen showed heroic great-} seemed almost certainly fatal, for | flight some 900 miles, all in| the unknown neni i Sa oe, ie 

) | ness, the camp there had no plane | Severe weather, But for them th ee e 2 ae, "Ye! bm 
In 1928 Gen, Nobile headed | equipped with skis, and no plane | No, Greenland is no place in or Penn pie: Wile wes GeBVhe 1 te, 

again for the north pole in the | yet had been known to land suc- | Which to be stranded, It offers no Greenland’s frigid icecap and | tior 

dirigible Italia, carrying 16 crew | cessfully on the ice cap on | life, only death. \ | other arctic regions can be cheat- | He 
members and scientists. On May }| Wheels. Col. Balchen had made Wholesale Killer ed once in a while; but the odds | cau 
24, the Italia crossed the pole, | three landings g few months ear-, Dated records since 1553 show | are against it! stat 

Then no word was heard for 47 BH oe: 
hours. Within that time tragedy beeen oe ees a aaa 

had intervened. 
On May 25 the big dirigible, 

swept by titanic winds, crashed 
on icy wastes, 18 miles north of 
the eastern extremity of North 
East Land, and about 15 1/2 
miles from Foyn Island, the near- 
est land, north of Spitzbergen, 

Five Couniries Help 
The gondola and main” cabin 

were smashed. Seyen members 
were carried away with the bal- 
loon, and lost. : 

Faint radio signals from the 
‘Italia soon started rescue opera~ 
tions, Five nations ultimately par- 
ticipated. Meantime, the sufvivors 
split into two groups. 

Late in June, @ month later, 
first rescues were effected, and 
first saved was Gen. Nobile him- 
self. His leg was broken, His mas- 
cot dog also was saved. e" 
“The rescue was remarkable. 

The general and six men were 
sighted on ice floes, Capt. Torn- 
burg, @ Swedish flyer, braved 

| death by landing his little plane 
amid tossing ice cakes. The 

‘| seven men fought their way across 
the dangerous ice to the plane, 
and Gen. Nobile was caught in 
the heaving ice mass. His left leg 
was broken, and he suffered other 
injuries. Because of this, he was 
rescued first. The pilot returned, 
and saved another man, and later 
‘the others were picked up. 

Swedish Scientist Dies 

Meantime, the second group, 
consisting of Dr. Finn Malmgren, 
Swedish scientist, and Capts, Alk 
bert Mariano and Filippo Zappi, 
still were missing... ~ 

Not until days later was any 
trace of them found, but only 

| Mariano, and Zappi were alive. 
They were saved, Malmgren, they 

| reported, had died of exposure. He 
was. still living when they last 
saw him but near death. On his 
peisceavey they said, they left. 

m. 

And meantime, the great Roald 
Amundsen had set out from Trom- 
soe, Norway, with two companions, 
Rene Guilbaud and Lt. Leif Die- 
trichsen in a search for. Nobile— 
Amundsen’s old .friend and later 
enemy. 

It was one of the most unselfish 
acts in mankind. 

Roald Amundsen never did come 
back, He perished with his com- 
panions in the arctic wastes! 

Trouble for Nobile 
Nobile and his fellow survivors 

soon returned home as heroes, But 
Gen. Nobile’s hero role did not 
endure long. An Italian commis- 
sion held him responsible, as 
leader, for the wreck of the Italia, 
and forced him to retire from the { 
army. At the same time Nobile 
was being criticized for permitting 

himself to be rescued first. 
Nor did Capts. Zappi and Mari- 

ano eScape onus. Charges were 
made that they had resorted to 
cannibalism—with Dr. Malmgren 
the victim, to keep ‘alive, ‘This 
they denied. No Fett was given 
to support this dreadful accusa- 
tion, and Malmgren’s mother for- 
mally absolved the two, Capt, 

_| Mariano's memento of the disas- 
trous flight was the loss of one 
leg, frozen and later amputated. 

_ Cannibalism Before 
Once before cannibalism has 

been alleged in arctic exploration, 

‘| this in connection with the ill 
fated Greely expedition. i 

In 1881, Maj, Gen, A,W, Greely, | ; 
United States army, started out | < 

with 26 men to explore the north- | ; 
ern Pine Greenland. There, at | + 

| Camp ine, 450 miles south of | 
the north pole, they made winter | ; 
quarters. % 
| It was expected that relief | < 
ships would reach them in 1682. | ¢ 

| But none did, The year passed, | - 
and so did the year 1883, Lely A ‘ 
on June 22, 1884, Capt, Winfie : 
‘S. Scott (later admiral), reached | . 
the camp, He found only seven | ¢ 
survivors, Gen, Greely among | : 
them, half crazed, virtually | « 
starved, kept alive only by moss. | © 

Of the 19 men who Byars six 
were sllegeniy eaten by their com- 
rades. Greely retorted that the 
charges were false, but the rumors 
have ee ys thru the years, — 

Lesser Cases 
' These-the recent rescue, the 
Monteverde rescue, the Nobile 
rescue and the Greely rescue— 

,were @pic¢ instances * in artié
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: . dune 17, 1942 

x Mr. Max Demorest, 
028 East Second St., 
Flint, Michigen : 

Dear Mr. Demorcst: : 

Your letter of the 9th has been in my file weiting enswer 
so today I gave up trying to get around to it at home and took it back to the office 
where there is just now more peace and quietness. : 

: I em inciined to think eo of our differences are those of 
definition and not pri®iple However, I still do not get the difference 

: between the two kinds of flow. True sliding is an accelerated movement like free 
. fall. Such a movement is rare. I still feel thet McKinstrey's idee that 

sheer along the plane of easiest yielding is the explanetion. That is the resist- | 
ance to movement over the besement is less than that to movement within the ice. 
But as for extrusion flow I cannot follow your example. The bulging out of : 
the putty under a board is not a good example. The board has high tensil 
strength compared to thet of the putty. Now if a vertical stone retaining wall 

. fails from bulging at the bottom the top of the wall is certainly carried along 
and also fails. Where the overlying meterial ebove the "bulge" is ice with 
very low tensile strength I should think it must slso follow along as sfated 
before . I cannot see thet lack of plasticity could afford enough stregth to — 
resist the force tending to move the overlying ice. 3 

; I am afraid we will have to drop the discussion, however, for 
the duration. I cannot publish a revision of the "Outline" under present 
conditions although if not called to some more pressing task I might get oe 
time to start on the preparetion of e new text. 

dust now I must catch up on well records which are now almost 
all from work directly due to the war. It does not look much like a 
substantial number of students in the fall but more may show up then we now 
expect. 

: Sincerely,
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Plint, Rk. F., and Demorest, Max, Glacier thinning during de- 

glaciation: Am. Jour, Sol., vol. 240, pp. 29-66, 115-156, 1942 

The paper by Flint and Demorest on "Glacier thinning during 

deglaciation" consists of two parts. In the part by the junior 

‘ author the mechanics of glacier flow are analyzed. The con- 

clusions there reached differ sharply not only from those here- 

tofore announced by the writer (1) but also from the fundamental 

Ti) Thwaltes, ©. T., Outline of glacial geology, pp. 17-18, 1941 

principles of structural geology which have been expounded by 

many writere, In the preparation of the following criticism 

the writer was greatly aided by frofessors H. H. Mekinstry and 

8, A. Tyler. 

Plow takes place both by recrystallization and by shear. 

Ice crystallizes in the hexagonal system which does not lend 

iteelf very well to the formation of cleavage such as occurs : 

vith minerals like mica and hornblende. Natural lake ice has 

the long axes of the crystals parallel and vertical. Such ice 

diaplays a moderate degree of cleavage along vertical planes, a 

fact taken advantage of in putting up natural ice. Ice at 

temperatures net far below freezing and under light load is 

notably brittle. Glacial ice is weakened by inclusion of air 

and dirt and therefore is more likely to be deformed by 

fracture. Demorest seems to assume that deformation is by 

shear which is essentially the same idea. Therefore, the 

following discussion is based on this assumption. 

Mgure 1, A, shows the simplest case of ice deformation,
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that of a block of ice with level top and two unsupported sides, 

In this case the long axis of the strain ellipsoid is horizontal 

and the planes of shear dip approximately 45 degrees. The 

triangular section beneath the planes which reach the bottoms 

of the open sisies is essentially unaffected. 

Ye can alter this picture by increasing the height of the 

column of ice until the bottom is rendered plastic by reason 

of pressure, sided in an actual glacier by increased temrerature 

due to the internal heat of the earth, In this case the 

rhenomenon termed "extrusion flow" by Demorest would ceuse the 

bottoms of the oren sides to begin to bulge out. But they 

eould not expand an aprreciable amount without carrying with 

them the superimcumbent rigid ice. Ice has too low tensile 

strength to resist the strain set up by “extrusion” and must be 

moved throughout the mass, The shear planes would be the ssme. 

Now let us consider the case of an inclined top on the 

column. This condition is not readily analyzed but changes 

the position of the strain ellipsoid by tilting it down parallel 

with the slope. With the known low inclination of glacier 

surfaces this effect is not important and mist be a minor 

factor in deformation, 

Next let us consider the effect-of an inclined basement 

under the column, With this condition the friction between ice 

and rock may be tee enough to permit sliding of the ice instead 

of shearing, This is what Demorest terms "gravity flow" but 

the foregoing analysis shows that it is essentially similar 

to his “extrusion flow" except that it may be more rapid as 

shown in figure 1, B.
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As soon as flow commences, the factor of basal friction must 

be considered, Figure 1, C, shows that this force results in a 

tipring of the strain ellipsoid so that the planes of shear along | 

which motion takes place flatten out with depth. This is exactly 

the same as the S-shaped cleavage which develops in a layer of 

Plastic rock between two more rigid layers. “he other possible 

plane of shear may cause crevassing. 

The final change in the postulated conditions is to increase 

the width of the column in proportion to its height as shown in 

figure 2. Let us suppose for illustration that the mass was 

originally of uniform thickness. ‘Then it will spread out slong 

shear planes, such as those shown, urtil the slore of the sides 

will be so gentle that the available force is insufficient to 

overcome the internal resistance to deformation. It must be 

realized that deformation requires a certain minimum amount of 

energy end unless this motive power is svailable there can be 

no movement no matter how long the time. If the accumuistion 

reaches an unstable size so that power is available it will ‘ 

settle to a stable form with a certain "angle of repose" or 

"orofile of equilibrium" for the sides which would vary in slope 

with temperature and rigidity of the ice. Parring any change in 

climate, flow could only be maintained by addition of sufficient 

new snow to keep the profile above this minimum or by wastage of 

the thin margin. If the thickness of the ice sheet was too 

great in proportion to its horizontal extent settling of the 

center with consequent outward movement would also occur, Such 

"extrusion flow" would be along shear planes inclined about
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45 degrees in the upper part of the ice and would be recorded 

at the surface by crevasses throughout the entire ice sheet. 

Along the margins slumping on similar inclined shear planes 

would proceed toward the point of equilibrium, If that were 

attained, the entire mass would be stagnant. Snowfall plus 

wastage would rrevent rermanent stagnation. 

During movement of the ice sheet the thin margins would, as 

Demorest correctly states, be more rigid than the lower part of 

the thicker ice. He calls this condition "obstructed". It is 

not certain, however, that relief in this marginal zone would 

always occur by shearing along planes which rise toward the ice 

edge. It might well be that the friction of the thin ice on the 

basement would be less of an obstacle to movement than would be 

shearing. Then the marginal ice would be shoved bodily over 

the material below causing glacial evonlun, 

if the continental glaciers had transverse sections at all 

like thane of existing ice sheets, then the contention of the 

present writer thet movement was essentially confined to the 

sloping margins appears sound. Motion could be maintained 

only (a) by new snow on these margins or (b) melting of edges. 

Snow was contributed partly by impinging masses of warm moist : 

air and was transported by winds which radiated from the center. 

Both these factors would cause more accretion on the margins 

than on the center of an ice sheet thus maintaining a condition 

of stagnation in the middle. So far as the writer knows 

crevasses are not present in the centers of existing continental 

glaciers, 

¥, T. Thwaites, University of Wisconsin, March 20, 1942
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